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Questions God Asks
The following is the text of an article written for The Living Church describing Celebration’s
annual conference in 2001.
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here are you? What is your name? What are you doing here? What do you
want me to do for you? These were some of the questions God was asking
the participants at the Community of Celebration’s annual conference, held at
Gilmary Conference Center, Coraopolis, PA in June. Led by the Rev. Dr. Ann
Paton, one time Professor of English at Geneva College, each session gently
probed some of most sensitive areas of the spirit with a combination of inspirational
teaching, private meditation and time for sharing, praying for and blessing one
another.
During afternoon workshops on community and evangelism, Captain John
Stanley of the Church Army, now living in Celebration’s row houses in Aliquippa,
shared some powerful experiences of his family during the course of ministry in
Kings Cross, the red light district of Sydney, Australia. Using a rapid questionand-scribble-on-the-flipchart approach, he drew out the fact that many of the
words we use to describe the gospel in action are the same words we use to
describe community. Ordinary, simple ways of building community are not
therefore peripheral to the gospel; they are the very stuff of the good news
itself.
Celebration is well known for its worship, with which the conference was well
seasoned in formal and informal ways. The Gilmary chapel especially lent itself
to the daily offices and other services. One such was a beautiful Taizé style
service, which left a profound sense of peace as the lights were finally switched
off, leaving the chapel in darkness save for an array of silent, flickering candles.
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Rest, relaxation and fun are also on the menu at Celebration conferences.
This year, one notable feature consisted of jamming by various guitarists and
singers. There was actually a serious side to this. In Aliquippa the Community
are joining forces with the Church Army in seeking to build bridges into the local
community. One attempt involves a group singing in local bars – which in turn
requires practice and generation of material. Through the medium of fun, the
conferees were thus drawn into what it is hoped will be an emerging ministry.
All the various threads of the conference were drawn together in a concluding
Eucharist. The Rev. Phil Bradshaw (a Community member on detached service in
England) preached. He spoke about the difference between the religious approach
to God, often unconsciously “going by the book,” with that of Jesus, which was
more like “singing the song of God.” The service included a space for prayer
ministry to those who desired it. Many old friends renewed acquaintance and
fellowship at this conference, and many, too, went away with a song in their
heart.

Lots of life at Celebration!

Annual Conference
(Above left) The Rev. Ann Paton addresses the conference on the subject of “Questions God Asks”. (Above right)
Betty Pulkingham with Australian Companion Clif Wilkinson
entertain the conference at a fun night. ( Left) Worship in
the Gilmary Centre chapel.

Outreach into the community
(Above left) Franklin Avenue, the main street of
Aliquippa, reflects the decay caused by closure of
the steel mill in the 1980s. ( Above right) Two Americans, an Australian, a Scot and an Englishman:
John Stanley, Joe Beckey, May McKeown, Bill Farra
and Richard Priestley on a pub outreach to The
Copper Dog in Bridgewater. (Right) Meeting with
local community leaders in Aliquippa (part of a
larger gathering organised by the Church Army at
The Well).

Around the Community
(Above left) Serious stuff: a business
meeting; (Above right) a common meal
outdoors; (Right) kids on the block; ( Far
right) in the Community’s chapel; (Below
left) a soccer game in the back yard; (Below right) common meal indoors - a normal weekly event throughout the year.

Meanwhile,
in the UK...
We said farewell this summer to Carol Tokley and Phil Higgs (above left), two former members of the
Community who contributed much to the worship of Celebration and the Fisherfolk. After their marriage
Carol and Phil lived in Dorking, Surrey for several years, during which time their daughter Kea was born.
(Kea’s twin sister, Phoebe, sadly died shortly after birth.) They have now moved to be near Carol’s family
in Australia. (Above right) Margaret Bradshaw in rehearsal for Sunday worship.

Reflection
The Spirit himself intercedes for us with sighs too deep for words (Rom. 8.26)

Recently, these words
reminded me of a simple truth:
God prays. Perhaps we believe
this, but the word ‘pray’ in
normal usage refers almost
exclusively to our form of
address to the Almighty. The
idea of God praying sounds
odd: who would he pray to?
Maybe we can solve that
question by pointing out that
Jesus, for example, prayed to
his Father. But in Trinitarian
theology there is no separation
or hierarchy within the
Godhead.
The language of prayer is
normally the language of
conversation with, or address
to, another. This is as true of
our ancient liturgies as it is of
our private communing with
the Lord. The very nature of it
encourages us to imagine God
as ‘other’, separate and distinct
from us. How else could it be?

When we voice our prayers,
who are we talking to? Not
ourselves, surely.
Yet today’s theology often
challenges us to imagine God
rather differently from the way
in which he is traditionally
conceived. For many, God
today is the God within rather
than the God ‘out there’. He is,
as it is sometimes said, closer
to us than our own breath. The
incarnation – God in Christ – is
a sacrament or sign of God in
us, and indeed in all of his
creation. ‘Christ in you’ (Col.
1.27) is the central mystery of
the Christian faith.
This speaks of an identity
between God and ourselves
which makes it hard to separate
one from the other. And indeed,
this is what Jesus invites us to
believe. He saw himself as ‘one’
with the Father – not separate

from God, nor God from him –
yet he also prayed, constantly
and fervently. Prayer for him
was part of a way of being in
which he walked the earth as
God-man: a human being
infused with and transformed
by God.
But we are called to be no
less. And if it is true that prayer
is properly an activity of God
himself, when we pray, in a
sense we are merely lending
our voices to him, even though
it may appear we are speaking
to him. When we pray to God
it is almost as if he is standing
behind us rather than in front.
We participate in his
characteristic activity – which
is why, perhaps, we are urged
to pray without ceasing. Not
because the world needs us, or
even for our own good, but
because we are doing what he
does.
Phil Bradshaw

News
With the loss of the local church
and the arrival of the Church
Army, the Community’s focus
has shifted towards ministry in
the town. While dreams of a
local store front may be some
way off, the Community has
recently been doing a training
course in evangelism run by
John Stanley of the Church
Army. Meanwhile, the chapel

project has now received planning consent and it is hoped
work will start before long.
Here, a visit from Bill Farra and
May McKeown in October will
initiate a project suggested by
a former member, Rev. Maggie
Durran. Entitled ‘Partners in
Ministry’, it will seek to draw
together a network of old members and friends who share a
common vision.

The CCCT web site is proving
popular. While direct response
is small, it has so far attracted
some 8,000 hits.
Companions Martyn Hawkes
and Jen Dinwiddie, recently
married in the USA, were unable to hold a planned reception in England due to the tragedy in New York. Flight cancellations prevented travel, but
they have since arrived.
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